SCORING THE BOUNDARY QUESTIONNAIRE

All the questions listed in the left-hand column (labeled “Thick to thin”) are “thin” items; the questions in the right-hand column (labeled “Thin to thick”) are “thick” items. The difference should be clear from reading the items.

Under each number in the left-hand column, enter the score the subject has circled for that item. Under each number in the right-hand column, enter the inverse of the subject’s score, according to the following table:

\[
\begin{align*}
4 &= 0 \\
3 &= 1 \\
2 &= 2 \\
1 &= 3 \\
0 &= 4 \\
\end{align*}
\]

Add the scores entered in both columns to obtain the scores on each of the twelve categories and the overall score (Sum-Bound). On the average, the total for all questions is 250–300.